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A novel electrodynamic suspension device using an asymmetrical double-sided Halbach array is proposed in this paper.
A 3-D analytical model describing the eddy current field and the electromagnetic force is established via the second-order vector
potential formulation. The validity of the analytical model is verified by both finite-element simulations and an experiment. The
configuration of the proposed suspension device is optimized exploiting a dynamic kriging surrogate model assisted by a multi-
objective genetic algorithm. The multi-objective optimization is performed utilizing the 3-D analytical model.

Index Terms— Electrodynamic suspension (EDS) device, kriging surrogate model, multi-objective optimization, null flux.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE electrodynamic suspension (EDS) system that con-
sists of a linear Halbach permanent magnet (PM) array

and conductive plate is attractive for maglev trains due to
its simplicity and reliability. So far, a single-sided struc-
ture has been implemented on the prototype of Magplane
vehicles [1]. However, the excessive drag force makes this
system unsuitable for the low-speed operation. In order to
minimize the power loss, a symmetrical null-flux topology to
reduce the drag force generated by the suspension system was
proposed [2]. The Halbach arrays of the null-flux topology are
settled with their strong side opposing each other, as shown in
Fig. 1(a). The symmetrical null-flux configuration can enhance
the horizontal field components while reducing the vertical
field components, thus making it possible for a maglev train
to mitigate the power loss under at low-speed condition.

A variety of analytical methods have been proposed to
analyze the levitation characteristics of the EDS system. In [3],
the 2-D force equations for describing a single-sided topology
were derived, and the feasibility was verified by experiments.
However, a large calculation error of the 2-D model made
the analytical approach unreliable. In [4] and [5], an accurate
3-D eddy current field model of the suspension device was
established, resulting in the calculation error between analyt-
ical and 3-D finite-element method (FEM) being reduced to
less than 2%.

Based on the null-flux configuration, a novel asymmetri-
cal double-sided topology of a suspension device is intro-
duced in this paper. The characteristics of the presented
system are obtained via the 3-D analytical model. By adjust-
ing the height ratio (ε) of upper and lower PM arrays,
a balance between different optimal objectives of suspension
device can be accomplished from the Pareto front by using
the dynamic kriging (DK) surrogate model-assisted multi-
objective algorithm.
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Fig. 1. (a) 3-D schematic of the double-sided topology. (b) 2-D layer model.
(c) Charge model of single magnet.

II. ANALYTICAL MODEL

Both the levitation and drag force are generated by the
interaction of the source field with the eddy current field; thus,
it is necessary to establish analytical models for PM as well
as the conductive plate, respectively. For simplification, two
assumptions have been made: 1) the plate is large enough to
ensure that all the fields are reduced to 0 at the edges and
2) there is no vertical component in eddy current vector.

A. Eddy Current Field

Since the analytical model of the 3-D eddy current field
involves solving three scalar terms as well as the coupling
within the magnetic flux density components, the second-order
vector potential (SOVP) needs to be introduced�

B = ∇ × A = ∇ × (∇ × W)

W = −→y · W
(1)

where B is the flux density, A is the magnetic vector potential,
and W is the SOVP [5]. The calculation field is divided into
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three regions, which are presented in Fig. 1(b), while the
SOVP of each region can be formulated as⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
∇2W R

I = 0 Region I

∇2WII = −μ0σv · (∇WII) Region II

∇2W R
III = 0 Region III

(2)

where σ is the conductivity and v is the velocity vector.
Solving (2) using the separation of variables, SOVPs of the
eddy current field on the surfaces of the plate can be derived as⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

W R
I (x, y, z) =

+∞�
m=−∞

+∞�
n=−∞

C IR
mne jξmx e jkn ze−κmn(y+σ1)

W R
III(x, y, z) =

+∞�
m=−∞

+∞�
n=−∞

C IIIR
mn e jξmx e jkn zeκmn(y+σ1+h2)

(3)

where �
ξm = 2λm/ l1, kn = 2λn/w1

κmn = �
ξ2

m + k2
n

(4)

and the boundary conditions in terms of (2) are⎧⎨
⎩

W S
I + W R

I = WII

∂W S
I

∂y
+ ∂W R

I

∂y
= ∂WII

∂y

at y = −d1 (5)

⎧⎨
⎩

W S
III + W R

III = WII

∂W S
III

∂y
+ ∂W R

III

∂y
= ∂WII

∂y

at y = −d1 − h2. (6)

B. Source Field

The source field can be viewed as a superposition of all
charge sheets. For instance, the 3-D charge model of a single
PM with the positive y-direction magnetized can be described
by two charge sheets with different properties (positive/
negative magnetic charge sheet), as shown in Fig. 1(c). The
equation of the flux density along the normal direction can be
expressed as

BCube
y (x, y, z, x0, z0)= Br

4λ

�
i=+,−

	
−i · atan



(z−z0)(x −x0)

(y−y0)ri

��

(7)

where

r+ =


(x − x0)2 + (y + h1)2 + (z − z0)2

r− =


(x − x0)2 + (y)2 + (z − z0)2 (8)

and Br is the remanence of PM. Substituting the limits of x0
and z0 into (7) and (8), the normal field generated by one
rectangular PM [Fig. 1(c)] can be written in the form

BCube
y (x, y, z)

=
2�

m=1

2�
n=1



(−1)m+n BCube

y

�
x, y, z, (−1)m l1

2
, (−1)n w1

2

��
.

(9)

TABLE I

PARAMETERS

The charge model of a randomly magnetized PM can
be derived by the coordinate transformation [6]. Therefore,
the equation of the source field can be derived by

B S
y (x, y, z) =

�
All PMs

By(x, y, z). (10)

The SOVP of the source field at the surface of the plate is⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

W S
I =

+∞�
m=−∞

+∞�
n=−∞

SIS
mn

κ2
mn

e jξmx e jkn zeκmn(y+d1)

W S
III =

+∞�
m=−∞

+∞�
n=−∞

SIIIS
mn

κ2
mn

e jξmx e jkn ze−κmn(y+d1+h2).

(11)

Fourier coefficients SIS
mn and SIIIS

mn can be calculated by the
Fourier transformation of (10).

C. Analytical Model of Electromagnetic Force

By substituting (3) and (11) into the boundary conditions,
the undetermined coefficients C IS

mn and C IIIS
mn of the eddy

current field can be solved. The electromagnetic tensors of
the upper/lower surface of the conductive plate are derived as

FUpper = − 1

μ0

�
x

�
z

BIR(x,−d1, z) · BIS
y (x,−d1, z)dxdy

FLower = 1

μ0

�
x

�
z

BIIIR(x,−d1 − h2, z)

·BIIIS
y (x,−d1 − h2, z)dxdy. (12)

The steady-state [7] force vector is given by

F = FUpper + FLower. (13)

D. Verification

In order to verify the validity and accuracy of the analytical
model, 3-D FEM calculations and measurements using an
experimental setup have been conducted [8]; the parameters
are shown in Table I.

The comparisons between the analytical model and FEM are
shown in Fig. 2, in which (a) and (b) describe the force curves
of null-flux (ε = 0.5) and single-sided (ε = 1) suspension
devices, respectively. Fig. 3(a) shows the symmetrical null-flux
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Fig. 2. (a) Null-flux (ε = 0.5) topology. (b) Single-side (ε = 1) topology.

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental device. (b) Verification result.

Fig. 4. Variations of suspension performance with l1 for different ε.
(a) Levitation/drag ratio. (b) Levitation/weight ratio.

device for experiments. The conductive track is simulated by a
circular aluminum plate, while six sensors are utilized to mea-
sure the forces. The levitation and drag forces obtained from
the analytical method and experiment are shown in Fig. 3(b).
The agreement is considered to be very satisfactory.

III. PARAMETER ANALYSIS

To observe the performance characteristics of the suspension
device with different values of the height ratio ε, paramet-
ric sweep analyses were carried out using the analytical
model. Figs. 4–7 show the variation of the levitation/drag and
levitation/weight ratios when varying one certain structural
parameter, while other parameters were fixed as the initial
setting of Table I.

Fig. 4(a) shows that the double-sided topology (ε < 1) has
a better potential at the levitation/drag ratio following with the
increment of l1. Fig. 4(b) shows that the optimal performance
of levitation/weight ratio exists only when ε is larger than 0.6.

Fig. 5. Variations of suspension performance with h1 for different ε.
(a) Levitation/drag ratio. (b) Levitation/weight ratio.

Fig. 6. Variations of suspension performance with h2 for different ε.
(a) Levitation/drag ratio. (b) Levitation/weight ratio.

Fig. 7. Procedure of the DK-assisted multi-objective genetic algorithm.

Fig. 5(a) shows that the levitation/drag ratio is improved
with the increment of h1 while ε is located within a certain
range (0.6 < ε < 0.9). For the levitation/drag ratio shown
in (b), the thinner magnets result in better performance of the
device.

Since all the forces of the suspension device are generated
by the interaction of the source field with the eddy current
field, the skin effect of the conductive plate must be taken
into account. If the thickness of the plate is significantly larger
than the skin depth, the drag force produced by a null-flux
suspension device will be the superposition of two single-
sided ones. Thus, as shown in Fig. 6(a), following with the
increment of h2, the value of the levitation/drag ratio increases
initially, then gradually declines. Finally, Fig. 6(b) shows that
the impact of plate’s thickness on the levitation/weight ratio
is marginal.

IV. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

A. Objective Functions

The design target of the optimization problem has been set
to maximize the levitation/drag and levitation/weight ratios;
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TABLE II

DESIGN VARIABLES

thus, the objective functions are defined as

Maximize

�
f1(ε, l1, h1, h2, γ ) = Fy/Fx

f2(ε, l1, h1, h2, γ ) = Fy/(Nρl1h1w1)
(14)

where ρ is the density of PM and ρ = 7.5 g/cm3.
The vectors of the design variables are shown in (14), and

their values are set in Table II; other fixed parameters are set
to be the same as for the initial design.

B. Dynamic Kriging-Assisted Multi-Objective Optimization

The kriging method is an effective way to search for
the global optimum with limited given information [9]. The
correlation function of the kriging surrogate model consists of
a linear regression model and a Gaussian correlation model

Z(x) =
m�

k=1

βk FT + ε(x) (15)

where F and βk are the vectors of basis functions and
regression coefficients, respectively, and ε(x) is the stochastic
process with zero mean and variance δ2. The Gaussian corre-
lation function of ε(x) may be expressed as

R(ε(xi ), ε(xi )) = �n
k=1e−θk

��xi
k−x j

k

��2

(16)

where parameter θk is the kth process correlation parameter
and can be optimized by the maximum likelihood estimator.
In general, the form of basis functions F is fixed during the
entire modeling process. In this paper, an approach which can
dynamically select basis functions is used for constructing
the surrogate models, namely, the DK method [10]. All the
candidate basis functions are polynomial forms and the full
set of F is listed as

F =�
1, x1, x2 . . . . . . xk, x2

1 , x1x2 . . . . . . x1xk . . . . . . x P
k

�
(17)

where k is the dimension of the variable and P is the highest
order of basis functions. They are constrained by

C P
k+P ≤ n (18)

where n is the number of sampling points.
In order to optimally select the basic functions from (17)

so that the surrogate model would have the best accuracy, the
sub-optimization problem can be defined as

Minimize S(Fopt) = 1

N

N�
i=1

s2(xi ) (19)

where N is the number of all the testing points in the design
space. s2(xi) is the predicted variance at xi , which is given by

s2(x) = δ2[1 − r−1 R−1r + (FT R−1 F)−1(1 − FT R−1r)2]
(20)

where r(xi ) is the correlation vector between the prediction
location and all N samples.

Fig. 8. Pareto front of the multi-objective optimization.

TABLE III

PERFORMANCES OF INITIAL AND OPTIMAL DESIGNS

After constructing the DK models of f1 and f2 defined
in (14), the multi-objective optimization is implemented by
the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm based on the final
surrogate models. The detailed procedure of the combined
algorithm is shown in Fig. 7.

V. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

In order to construct the dynamic surrogate model for
each objective function, first, 100 initial sampling points were
randomly generated by the Latin hypercube design [9]. The
sub-optimization problem formulated as (19) was solved by
the binary particle swarm optimization algorithm. The pro-
cedures for the model construction were terminated when the
number of sample points exceeded 500. The genetic algorithm
was set with the crossover and mutant rates of 0.8 and 0.4,
respectively, 150 individuals, and maximum 100 iterations.

After optimization, the Pareto front is shown in Fig. 8. The
extreme cases in the Pareto solutions correspond to two typical
topologies of the suspension device, namely, the single-sided
topology and symmetrical null-flux topology. Therefore, the
weight of performances can be selected in a balanced way via
adjusting the height ratio (ε) of the upper and lower PM arrays.

Two optimal solutions (designs A and B) were selected to
be compared with the initial design. The design parameters
and performances of those three cases are shown in Table III.
In optimal design A, the levitation/drag ratio is 18.74, which
is approximately the same as the initial case (19.15), the
levitation/weight ratio is 8.64, almost twice of the initial
case (4.64). Compared with design A, design B has a better
performance at the levitation/drag ratio (26.67) than initial
design, while the levitation/drag ratio is similar. Generally,
all the optimal configurations in the Pareto front between
designs A and B are superior to the initial design in two
objectives. An outstanding improvement can be achieved while
the asymmetrical topology is adopted in the EDS device.

VI. CONCLUSION

A methodology is proposed for the analysis and optimal
design of a novel asymmetrical EDS device. This has allowed
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overcoming the extreme performances of the conventional
EDS configuration. The characteristics of the device are estab-
lished and illustrated by conducting a parameter sweep based
on the SOVP-derived analytical model. Moreover, a multi-
objective optimization problem was defined and carried out
by a hybrid algorithm to find the balance between the two
optimal objectives of EDS devices. The Pareto front shows that
the proposed device outperforms conventional topologies in
terms of both the levitation–drag and levitation–weight ratios
compared with the original design.
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